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Linux Boot Steps 
Note:  These are the basic steps. However, the exam expects you to know "the flow" of the boot process. 
The steps can be broken up in various ways. Thus "Step 4" is not always as listed below. 
BIOS 
1) Power-On Self Test (POST) 
2) Determines the first bootable device found in bootable media list (found in CMOS). 
3) Find the Master Boot Record (MBR) in the first sector of the device (called the "boot sector"), and loads 
the bootloader software into memory (RAM). 
bootloader 
4) Creates a virtual temporary "disk" (ramdisk) in memory (RAM). The "disk" is actually a filesystem called 
"initrd image." 
5) Loads the Linux kernel into memory (file name is:  /boot/vmlinuz-version.gz, where version is the current 
version number of the kernel). 
Linux Kernel 
6) Mounts the filesystem 
7) Loads and starts the init daemon (mother of all the other Linux processes) 
init Daemon 
8) Starts up daemons, etc. (Note: This step has changed dramatically recently. As is covered in more detail in 
objective 101.3) 
 
Boot Loaders 
Two primary boot loaders on Linux: 
1. LILO (LInux LOader) 
2. GRUB (GRand Unified Bootloader) 
 
LILO 
- configuration file:  /etc/lilo.conf 
Important:  After change /etc/lilo.conf you must enter the command lilo at the shell prompt (restarts LILO) 
so the changes will take effect!  If you don't, they won't! 
 
GRUB 
 
GRUB Stages 
1 - Stored on MBR. Points simply to stage 1.5 or state 2. 
1.5 - Stored after MBR, but before first partition. Contains drivers needed to load Stage 2. 
2 - Stored on disk partition. Shows a menu which allows selection of the kernel image to be loaded. 
(Menu is from configuration file) 
 
GRUB Configuration Files 
/boot/grub/grub.conf (Fedora distribution). 
/boot/grub/menu.lst (Debian or SUSE distribution) 
 
How to Install Grub on Boot Device of Your Choice 
Issue the command:  grub-install   device 
Example:  grub-install /dev/sda 
 
Also can be more specific examples:   
grub-install  --root-directory=/boot  hd0 (1st hard drive) 
grub-install  --root-directory=/boot  hd1 (2nd hard drive) 



Kernel Modules 
General Kernel Module Notes 

 Kernel modules are automatically loaded at boot time from the /etc/modprobe.d/dist.conf file. 
(Hardware vendors can add their own .conf files to this directory for module loading). 

 

 The /etc/modprobe.d/blacklist.conf contains a list of modules that are preventing from being 
loaded, even if they are listed in another file in the /etc/modprobe.d directory. 

 Kernel components are stored in the /usr/kernel. 

 Kernel source code is stored in /usr/src 
 
Kernel Module Commands 
lsmod = shows information about what kernel modules are currently loaded on the system. (Basically 
displays the contents of /proc/modules file.) 
 
insmod = inserts (loads) a single module into the kernel. (needs the full module file name which ends in .mo) 
 
modprobe = loads a single module into the kernel (just needs the module name) 
configuration file = /etc/modprobe.conf 
options: 
-C = Change the configuration file 
-f = force a module load 
-l = list all available modules (similar to lsmod) 
-n = no actual load. Performs the necessary checks, etc. 
-r = remove a module 
-v = verbose 
 
 
rmmod = removes a kernel module 
 


